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Abstract: Currently available X-ray and extreme ultraviolet free electron laser (FEL) sources provide
intense ultrashort photon pulses. Those sources open new exciting perspectives for experimental
studies of ultrafast non-equilibrium processes at the nanoscale in condensed matter. Theoretical
approaches and computer simulations are being developed to understand the complicated dynamical
processes associated with the interaction of FEL pulses with matter. In this work, we present the
results of the application of a simplified three-channel model to the non-equilibrium dynamics of
ultrathin aluminum films excited by FEL radiation at 33.3, 37 and 92 eV photon energy. The model
includes semi-classical rate equations coupled with the equation of propagation of the photon wave
packets. X-ray transmission measurements are found to be in agreement with present simulations,
which are also able to shed light on temporal dynamics (in the fs range) in nano-sized Al films strongly
interacting with the photon pulse. We also expanded our non-linear model, explicitly including the
two-photon absorption cross-section and the effect of including electron heating for reproducing
transmission measurements.
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1. Introduction

Over the past decade, X-ray and extreme ultraviolet free electron laser (FEL) sources have been
developed, providing a source of extremely brilliant and ultrafast photon pulses. The present facilities
include FELs in the extreme ultra-violet (EUV) and soft X-ray ranges such as FLASH (Hamburg) [1]
and FERMI@Elettra (Trieste) [2], and in the hard X-ray range such asLCLS (Stanford) [3], SACLA
(Spring-8) [4], and the European XFEL (presently under construction, Hamburg).

Typically, FEL photon pulses show durations in the 10–100 fs range, contain a large number
of photons (1010–1015) with a limited wavelength band width, depending on the pulse generation
mechanism. Using suitable optics, the pulse spot dimensions can be reduced to 10–100 µm2 or
less. In such extreme conditions, pulse fluences can exceed 100 J/cm2, leading to the observation
of non-linear optical processes in condensed matter such as saturation phenomena, two photon
absorption, ultrafast electron, and lattice heating (see [5] and the references therein).

Non-linear effects are quite familiar in optical laser science, while in the EUV and X-ray energy
regime, investigations are still in development both experimentally and theoretically. There are several
differences among the optical laser and EUV/X-ray radiation interaction with matter, including the
penetration depth, the energy deposited, and the lifetime of the excited states. An important feature is
exactly the latter, because for X-ray excitations, the lifetime of the excited state is in the femtosecond
range (core–hole lifetime). Intense and ultrashort FEL pulses allow us to perform experiments for
which the pulse width is of the same order of the core–hole lifetime at fluences for which non-linear
effects are not negligible.
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Different techniques are used at FEL facilities, including transmission and scattering experiments
and pump-and-probe studies using two ultrashort pulses (optical or X-ray). In many cases, simplified
approaches are used for modeling the interaction process, basically neglecting the finite time widths
and spatial dimensions of the pulses. Although efficient collisional-radiative codes describing dense
plasma states are currently available (SCFLY, see [6] and references therein), the complicated dynamical
processes associated with the interaction of matter with photon pulses are usually not taken into
explicit account. For FEL ultrashort pulses and nanoscale materials, the finite dimensions are expected
to play a role, and a detailed modeling of the dynamical pulse–matter interaction appears to be
necessary. In particular, reliable theoretical models are needed both for a solid interpretation of the
experimental data (transmission, scattering, and so on) and for modeling the evolution of the sample
status during the excitation process (transient conditions, local temperature).

In principle, transmission measurements are probably the easiest and cleanest experiments that
can be performed using FEL radiation, but they also imply several important difficulties to be overcome
both for their practical realization and interpretation of results. The importance of developing proper
models can be appreciated by looking first at the results of Nagler et al. [7], in which saturable soft X-ray
absorption (92 eV) of an ultrathin aluminum foil was obtained. Those results were followed by other
experiments at lower (23.7–37 eV) [8] and higher photon energy (1540–1870 eV) [9], both indicating
the importance of accounting for electron heating phenomena at high fluence. Further experiments
in the hard X-ray range (7.1 keV) confirmed the existence of important non-linear phenomena with
increasing transmission of a factor of 10 and substantial shifts of the absorption edge in solid iron [10].

Those results indicate that the description of photon–matter interaction at high intensities requires
specific models to be devised, accounting for the various effects contributing to a modification of
the X-ray and EUV absorption cross-section (relaxation of final state, ultrafast electron heating, and
so on). There have been several theoretical and computational works on Al EUV and X-ray FEL intense
pulse absorption. Examples range from “dynamical” (small cluster) [11,12] to “steady” model [13,14]
approaches, including application of the SCFLY code [15].

In previous works, we have developed a simple three-channel model (involving ground, excited
and relaxed states) for calculating the transmission of ultrathin metal films for increasing photon
fluences using FEL radiation up to the saturation limit [16]. The model was conceived to provide
a reliable and physically-intuitive calculation scheme for saturable absorption, also allowing direct
inspection of the interaction dynamics including size effects of the pulse width and finite thickness
of the absorbing medium at the nanometric scale. The three-channel model was found to provide
simulations in excellent agreement with EUV transmission data in an extended range of pulse fluence
(0–200 J/cm2) [8,16]. Simulations allow us direct estimates of time and space profiles for the photon
absorption, and a benchmark for calculating observables of interest (transmission) and the deposited
energy in nanosized condensed matter for evaluation, for example, of local temperatures. The effects
of a local increase of the electron temperature can also be introduced in the calculations as reported
in Reference [8]. In this work, we extend previous results for the calculation of EUV transmission
of ultrashort pulses through Al films of nanometric thickness. We show the details of the temporal
dynamics of the photon–matter interaction at fs resolution, also including possible multi-photon
absorption and electron-heating effects.

2. Model for Ultrafast Transmission Measurements

2.1. Three-Channel Model

In our recent work [16], we developed a phenomenological three-state model which is able to
reproduce saturation phenomena related to the increased transmission in the high fluence regime.
We refer to the original publication [16] for some more details on the computational model. In brief,
the model describes the variation of the density of occupation numbers N1, N2 and N3 of three
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exemplary many-body states (ground |1〉, excited |2〉 and an intermediate relaxed state |3〉) by a set of
rate equations with proper constraints:

dN1(z, t)
dt

=
g(z, t)I(z, t)

hν
+

N2(z, t)
τ21

+
N3(z, t)

τ31
(1)

dN2(z, t)
dt

= − g(z, t)I(z, t)
hν

− N2(z, t)
τ21

− N2(z, t)
τ23

(2)

dN3(z, t)
dt

=
1

τ23
N2(z, t)− 1

τ31
N3(z, t) (3)

g(z, t) = σ(T) (N2(z, t)− N1(z, t)) (4)

N = N1(z, t) + N2(z, t) + N3(z, t) (5)

In this set of equations, the occupation numbers depend thus on the photon field intensity I(z, t)
at time t and position z (along the direction of propagation of the pulse), the photon absorption
cross-section σ at given photon energy hν, and on the relaxation times τ between the various states.
In this formalism, g(z, t) is an effective time- and space-dependent absorption coefficient—possibly
temperature-dependent—that can be considered constant for linear absorption (Lambert–Beer law) at a
given temperature T. From the condition of conservation of the total number of the states Equation (5),
we just need to solve couples of rate equations.

The set of rate equations are coupled with the transport condition of the incoming pulse, within
the classical electrodynamics limit:

dI(z, t)
dz

+
1
c

dI(z, t)
dt

= g(z, t)I(z, t). (6)

Within the model described by the equations above, absorption and stimulated emission by laser
radiation involve transitions between ground |1〉 and excited |2〉 states. The relaxed state |3〉 represents
the ensemble of all possible relaxed states reached by decay of state |2〉. It can decay to state |1〉 by
emitting a photon or through other processes.

2.2. Computational Details

We describe here the way of solving the set of coupled equations numerically. For the discretization
of Equation (6), we employed the forward differentiation, as the equations can be solved numerically
following the dynamics of the pulse, using discretized grids with ∆t = 0.4 as and ∆z = 1.2 nm, which
satisfy the Courant condition,

c ≤ ∆z
∆t

, (7)

so that the Upward differencing’ method [17] can be applied safely to Equation (6):

I(zj, tn+1)− I(zj, tn)

c∆t
= −

I(zj, tn)− I(zj−1, tn)

∆z
+ g(zj, tn)I(zj, tn). (8)

In Equation (8), j runs along the incident direction of the FEL pulse inside the sample and
n represents the discrete time grid.

In the rate Equation (5), we just used the Euler method; thus, for example, we obtain the following
expression for N2:
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N2(zj, tn+1)− N2(zj, tn)

∆t
= −

g(zj, tn)I(zj, tn)

hν
−
[

1
τ21

+
1

τ23

]
N2(zj, tn). (9)

We remark that for actual calculations concerning intense ultrafast pulses and nano-sized samples
we need extremely small ∆t = 0.4 and ∆z = 1.2 nm, so that efficient algorithms like those mentioned
are needed for best accuracy and lower computing times.

For the initial pulse intensity I0, we assumed a Gaussian time distribution:

I0(z, t) = Imax
0 e

− (z−c(t+µ0))
2

2(cσt)2 , (10)

where µ0 and σt are the mean and standard deviation of the photon pulse time distribution.
Imax
0 corresponds to the maximum intensity of initial beam. For a given pulse shape, σt is estimated

looking from the full-width at half maximum FWHM= 2
√

2 ln 2 σt. The window of the pulse in time is
set at just double of FWHM (namely 30 fs), multiplied by the speed of light. The origin of z is set at
the surface of a sample. The three-channel model is implemented in a Fortran 90 code using simple
instructions and running on any current operating systems and with any Fortran compiler.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Transmission by Ultrashort Pulse of Photons with 92 eV for Al Foil

As mentioned above, saturable absorption using FEL pulses was first observed in a pioneering
experiment by Nagler et al. [7], in which single-shot transmission data of a 53 nm Al foil were collected
using 92 eV ultra-short (15 fs) photon pulses up to fluences in the 200 J/cm2 range. FEL pulses are
thus able to excite Al 2p core electrons (binding energies are 72.7 and 73.1 eV), and the lifetime of the
excited core–hole state is 40 fs [18].

Several approximations can be used for calculating X-ray transmission using the model reported
in the previous section. In particular, fast calculations can be performed considering two opposite
limits, namely: (i) a long pulse limit in which the pulse width is much longer than the lifetime of the
excited state; (ii) a short pulse limit in which the lifetime is much longer than the pulse width.

In both limits, the system under the photon field is assumed to be in a steady-state. Hence, the
time dependency is neglected; that is to say, the time derivative of the occupation numbers and the
intensity (see Equation (5)) become zero. The details of the models are described in Appendixes A and B.

We have performed calculations of Al transmission comparing the results of the long and short
pulse limits with those of the three-channel model including the dynamics of the pulse–matter
interaction. In Figure 1, we show the comparison between the different models and experimental
data [7]. For the dynamical three-channel and long pulse models, we included the ground state |1〉,
excited state |2〉 and relaxed state |3〉. We assumed that the lifetime of the relaxed state τ31 is the same
as the one of the excited state τ21 (namely, 40 fs), while the relaxation time to the relaxed state τ32 is 1 fs,
corresponding to the electron mean free path [7]. We also tested a short pulse model, which represents
just the opposite limit of the long pulse model. This model assumes that the pulse width is much shorter
than the lifetime of the excited state, so that decay of excited state is neglected. Without decay process,
the state cannot access the relaxed state, thus the model reduces to a two channel model.

As shown in Figure 1, all four models show an increase in transmission with the fluence until
reaching the saturation at extremely high fluence above 200 J/cm2. In the low-fluence limit, the
calculations show the convergence to the linear transmission (Lambert–Beer law). The four models
result in a completely different transmission at intermediate fluences, and the long pulse with and
without the relaxed state and short pulse limits fail to reproduce the experimental data. These static
models imply remarkably increased transmission in the 2–100 J/cm2, anticipating the onset of saturable
absorption of at least one order of magnitude. On the other hand, the dynamical three-channel
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model—which explicitly considers the time evolution of the occupation numbers along the pulse
direction—is found to be in very good agreement with the experimental data.
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Figure 1. XFEL pulse transmission for Al thin film (53 nm) at 92 eV photon energy. The green and blue
solid lines indicate long pulse model without (no rel.) and with an intermediate relaxed state; that is,
the model of the green line is just a two-channel model. The pink solid line is for the short pulse model.
The light blue solid line corresponds to the three-channel dynamical model. The dynamical model
agrees very well with the experimental (Expt.) data [7].

As will be shown in the next Section, the steady condition of the long pulse model is not achieved
at the beginning and end of the incident pulse, while a “steady” condition can be obtained only above
a threshold intensity of the pulse taking account of its shape.

3.2. Non-Equilibrium Dynamics in Al Thin Film

In the previous section, we have shown that the three-channel model describes the saturation
phenomena of X-rays of ultra short pulse well. In this part, we show the detail of the dynamics in the
Al thin film during 60 fs. Figure 2 shows the results of time dependence of the density of occupation
numbers normalized by the total number N at the end face of Al thin (53 nm) film. The fluences
F are 1.5, 15 and 150 J/cm2 for (a), (b) and (c), respectively. In the calculation, we estimated that
the additional absorption by both sides of oxidized Al layers [7] reduces the pulse intensity by 70%.
In the figures, the results obtained from the dynamical three-channel model is shown with solid
lines, and static long pulse model with the dotted line. In Figure 2a, we see that the results of the
dynamical model tend asymptotically to reach the static limit. However the time of irradiation is not
sufficient to reach those occupation number limits, which is around 10% of the population for the
excited state. The dynamical model shows that the system is still highly populated by the ground
state. In fact, this can be confirmed looking at Figure 1, where we see that the transmission of long
pulse model already shows a difference from the linear optical transmission, while the experimental
and the dynamical ones are still well below the saturation threshold. For higher fluence at 15 J/cm2,
in Figure 2b, we see that the ratio of the occupation number of the excited state is much increased,
such that the linear model (Lambert–Beer law) which works for the ground state fails. This failure is
confirmed experimentally by the observation of growth of the transmission in Figure 1. In Figure 2c,
we see that by increasing the pulse intensity the occupation of the ground state is strongly decreased,
while most electrons are in the excited state. Under these conditions, the increment of the transparency
and saturable absorption as the consequence of this are realized for this Al film. In this fluence range,
a population inversion corresponding formally to negative temperatures (in equilibrium statistical
mechanics terms) is realized. This phenomenon is associated with the existence of the relaxed state
|3〉, which does not participate in the photon absorption and simulated emission. In our calculations,
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the system returns to the ground state exponentially at the end of the short photon pulse (times larger
than 60 fs in Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Time dependence of the density of occupation numbers (normalized by the total number N)
at the end face of Al thin film. The conditions are the same as in Figure 1. The fluences of incoming
Gaussian pulses are 1.5, 15 and 150 J/cm2 from the top to the bottom of three figures, respectively.
The solid curves and dotted lines are estimated by the three-channel model and long pulse model,
respectively. The red color indicates the ground state |1〉, the blue one the excited state |2〉 and the
green one the relaxed state |3〉. After some time, the curves asymptotically approach the steady state of
the long pulse model. In the region of the light blue shade, the system has reached a steady state. After
about 30 fs (the total pulse width), the excited state decays exponentially. The averaged experimental
data are indicated by red points with the errors.

3.3. Simulations for Two Photon Absorption

Another source of non-linear optical phenomena in FEL absorption studies is represented by the
presence of two photon absorption (TPA) effects. The presence of TPA can be obtained at extremely
large fluences, but the order of two photon absorption cross-section is predicted to be rather small,
with typical values in the 10−50 cm4s range. In order to estimate the size of this effect quantitatively,
we apply the following set of equations:

dN1(z, t)
dt

=
g(z, t)I(z, t)

hν
+

g2(z, t)I2(z, t)
hν

+
N2(z, t)

τ21
+

NT(z, t)
τT1

(11)
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dN2(z, t)
dt

= − g(z, t)I(z, t)
hν

− N2(z, t)
τ21

(12)

dNT(z, t)
dt

= − g2(z, t)I2(z, t)
hν

− 1
τT1

NT(z, t) (13)

dI(z, t)
dz

+
1
c

dI(z, t)
dt

= g(z, t)I(z, t) + g2(z, t)I2(z, t) (14)

g(z, t) = σ (N2(z, t)− N1(z, t)) (15)

g2(z, t) =
σ2

hν
(NT(z, t)− N1(z, t)) (16)

N = N1(z, t) + N2(z, t) + NT(z, t) (17)

where σ2 is the two photon absorption cross-section (in 10−50 cm4s). The new term g2(z, t)I2(z, t)
in Equation (14) contributes to the increase (or decrease) of the intensity through the two photon
absorption and stimulated emission. We introduced a new state |T〉 which is accessible by TPA.
This state is only connected to the ground state |1〉 by two photon absorption and stimulated emission.
The lifetime of state |T〉 to the ground state |1〉, τT1 is set to be the same as τ21, which is 40 fs. In order
to see the effects of TPA only, we did not introduce the relaxed state. The ionization energy of the ionic
state with a hole in 2p orbital is 93 eV [7], which is higher than the photon energy, 92 eV, so we do not
need to include the sequential two photon absorption.

We report calculations with four different values of σ2; namely 0, 10−50, 10−49 and 10−48 cm4s.
σ2 = 0 reduces to a single photon absorption two-channel model. For a limit of infinitely long pulse,
it corresponds to the long pulse model without relaxed state (green line) in Figure 1. σ2 = 10−49 and
10−48 cm4s represent large cross-sections for TPA and are probably not realistic, but we show the
results to check the tendency for TPA effects in X-ray transmission.

In Figure 3, we show the transmission of X-ray pulse for Al thin film with the same condition as in
Figure 1. Application of the present TPA models does not seem to reproduce the experimental results.
As we see also from the ground state asymptotic model (steady-state TPA, Appendix C, Equation (A19)),
TPA plays an important role at high photon intensity, decreasing the total transmission. In the high
fluence regime, TPA and saturable absorption are both factors affecting the transmission.

Figure 4a–c show the details of dynamics for the states at the end face of the Al thin film with
σ2 = 10−50 cm4s for fluences of 1.5, 15 and 150 J/cm2, respectively. The conditions of the calculations
are the same as in Figure 2a–c. For 1 and 10 J/cm2 in Figure 4a,b, respectively, the results are similar to
the previous saturation model (ratio N1:N2). For high fluence in Figure 4c, the ratio of the occupation
numbers of the states approaches N1:N2:N3 = 1/3:1/3:1/3 in steady conditions (which corresponds to
the highest entropy in the sense of the equilibrium statistical mechanics); therefore, the population
inversion is not obtained.
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Figure 3. Transmission for Al thin film (53 nm) with two photon absorption (TPA) model at 92 eV
photon energy of X-ray pulse, compared with experimental data (Expt.). Four different TPA cross
sections—0, 10−50, 10−49 and 10−48 cm4s—are used to demonstrate a non-linear optical effect.
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Figure 4. Time dependence of the density of occupation numbers (normalized by the total number N)
at the end surface of the Al thin film (53 nm), using the two photon absorption (TPA) contribution at
92 eV photon energy (FEL pulse). The fluences of the incident pulse are 1.5, 15 and 150 J /cm2 from the
top to the bottom, respectively. The TPA cross-section σ2 is set to 10−50 cm4s.
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3.4. Transmission by Ultrafast Pulse of Photons with 33.3 and 37 eV for Al Foil

Another EUV transmission experiment [8] was performed at the TIMEX end station [19,20] of the
Elastic and Inelastic Scattering (EIS) beamline [21], using the FERMI@Elettra FEL-1 source, a seeded
FEL providing clean, tunable [2], and intense subpicosecond (100 fs FWHM) photon pulses in the
19–62 eV photon energy range.

Accurate transmission measurements were carried out using unsupported self-standing
100-nm-thick Al foils. The maximum energy per pulse delivered by the FEL-1 source were 180 µJ and
130 µJ range at 33.3 and 37 eV photon energy, respectively. The actual incoming fluence F at sample
position was estimated by measuring the area of the focal spot (σ2 ≈ 100 µm2) and accounting for
mirror reflectivity and beamline transmission. Data were collected over several decades of fluence F
(0.01–20 J/cm2) through the combined use of filters and a gas attenuator. Appreciable damage of the
sample was observed after irradiation with a single FEL pulse with F > 0.1 J/cm2, and single-shot
transmittance measurements were carried out in the high fluence regime.

EUV transmission data were measured with unprecedented accuracy, and evidence for a
nonmonotonic trend as a function of incoming fluence was found. In particular, an increased
transmittance at higher fluence of about 5–10 J/cm2—associated with saturable absorption effects—was
accompanied by an initial decrease at intermediate fluences, as shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Experimental (expt.) EUV transmission data at 37 eV (left panel) and 33.3 eV (right panel)
compared with different calculations, including: only optical saturation phenomena without accounting
for temperature effects in the cross-section (Sat. only); only electron heating but neglecting saturation
effects (El. heat. only); both electron heating and saturation effects (Sat.+El. heat.).

As we have seen in previous sections, this decrease can not be reproduced by a pure single-photon
optical effect. Two-photon effects can decrease the observed transmittance under suitable conditions.
However, we have found that experimental data showing a non-monotonic behaviour cannot be
reproduced by realistic TPA models. The cross-section σ2 for two-photon absorption should be at least
on the order of 10−48 cm4s, two orders of magnitude larger than expected.

In a recent work done by Vinko et al. [14], detailed calculations of the cross-section for selected
photon energy and electron temperatures for aluminium were reported. These calculations show clear
changes in photon absorption due to the electron distribution, and in particular, a peculiar increase of
absorption in an intermediate range of electron temperatures (1–10 eV) was found. We introduced
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the results of the calculations through a temperature-dependent absorption coefficient σ(T) with
effective electron temperature Te. For each slice of ∆z for the simulation, we estimated the local
electron temperature from a Maxwell–Boltzmann model as kB∆Te =

2
3ne

∆F
∆z , where ne is a number of

valence electron and ∆F is deposited energy per unit surface. Figure 5 shows experimental (expt.) EUV
transmission data at 37 eV (left panel) and 33.3 eV (right panel) compared with different calculations,
including: only optical saturation phenomena without accounting for temperature effects in the cross
section (Sat. only); only electron heating but neglecting saturation effects (El. heat. only); both electron
heating and saturation effects (Sat.+El. heat.). We see that the Sat. only model (no account for electron
temperature) does not reproduce the decrease of the transmission between 1 to 5 J/cm2. The El. heat.
only (temperature-dependent, linear) model shows the decrease in transmittance, but the increase at
high fluence is not reproduced. Finally, the Sat.+El. heat. model agrees closely with the experimental
results, so for these EUV absorption experiments, electron heating is found to play an important role
in understanding the initial decrease in transmittance observed in these accurate experimental data.

4. Conclusions

In this work we have shown the results of the application of a simplified three-channel model to the
non-equilibrium dynamics of ultrathin aluminum films excited by FEL radiation at 33.3, 37 and 92 eV
photon energy. The theoretical model has been developed and implemented into a Fortran 90
code using semi-classical rate equations coupled with the equation of propagation of the photon
wave packets. X-ray transmission measurements for pulses of different photon energy and fluence
were found to be in agreement with present simulations. Simulations were shown to be able to shed
light on temporal dynamics (in the fs range) for nano-sized Al films strongly interacting with the
photon pulse. Simulations of non-equilibrium dynamics were reported for three different maximum
intensities of FEL pulses corresponding to typical fluences for a system far from saturation and near
the saturation threshold. We remark that the three-channel model including a relaxed state produced
a population inversion state, leading to negative temperatures which is a typical consequence of
non-equilibrium dynamics induced by laser. We also expanded our non-linear model, including
explicitly the two-photon absorption (TPA) cross-section and the effect of including electron heating
for reproducing accurate transmission measurements. Within our simplified TPA model, we have
obtained the highest entropy state in the limit of high fluence, corresponding to positive temperatures
(no inversion). Through the series of numerical calculations using different models reported in this
article, we have shown that for the case of short EUV/X-ray pulses, compared to the lifetime of
the excited state, we need to employ a dynamical (time-dependent) model. Furthermore, electron
heating effects must be taken into account for a deeper level of agreement with experimental data
showing saturable absorption at high fluence, as shown by a direct comparison with accurate EUV
absorption data.
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Appendix A. Long Pulse Limit

The set of rate equations in Equatioins (1)–(5) is simplified by using the condition of conserving
the total number of the states; that is to say, substituting N1 by N − N2 − N3,

dN2(z, t)
dt

= − g(z, t)I(z, t)
hν

− N2(z, t)
τ21

− N2(z, t)
τ23

(A1)

http://gnxas.unicam.it/TIMEX
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dN3(z, t)
dt

=
1

τ23
N2(z, t)− 1

τ31
N3(z, t) (A2)

g(z, t) = σ(T) [2N2(z, t)− N + N3(z, t)] (A3)

For a long pulse limit where the duration of the pulse is much longer than the lifetime of the
states, the system reaches a steady state, such that the time derivatives go to zero:

dN1(z, t)
dt

=
dN2(z, t)

dt
=

dN3(z, t)
dt

= 0,
dI(z, t)

dt
= 0.

Thus, we can further simplify the equations

dI(z)
dz

=
g0

1 + I(z)
αIs

I(z) (A4)

g0 = −σ(T)N (A5)

Is =
hν

2στ21
(A6)

α = 1 +
2τ21 − τ31

2τ23 + τ31
(A7)

The time-independent density of occupation numbers are:

N1(z) = N −
(

1 +
τ31

τ23

)
N2(z) (A8)

N2(z) =
1
2

1
1 + τ31

2τ23

I(z)
αIs

1 + I(z)
αIs

N (A9)

N3(z) =

1 +
1

1 + I(z)
αIs

N. (A10)

The solution of Equation (A4) is:

I(z) = Isat f−1
W

(
I0

Isat
e

I0
Isat eg0 z

)
(A11)

Isat = α Is (A12)

where fW is Lambert omega function [22], fW(W) = WeW , Isat is the saturation intensity, and I0 is an
initial intensity. When the relaxed state |3〉 is not considered, namely just two channel model, α = 1.
In general, the lifetime from the excited state |2〉 to the relaxed state |3〉—which is τ23—is much shorter
that the others, so the coefficient α becomes greater than 1. This leads to the saturation limit Isat being
higher. This situation can be interpreted as due to the quick annihilation of the excited state by the
instant relaxation, the number of excited state can be kept small even for high intensity of photons in
the pulse. In other words, the relaxed state behaves as a reserver of excited photo electrons. When the
intensity I is well above the saturation threshold Isat,

I = I0 − η, (η < 1).
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The asymptotic behavior of I is,

I ∼ I0 + Isat g0 z. (A13)

We see that the attenuation of intensity is no longer exponential, but linear.

Appendix B. Short Pulse Limit

For a short pulse limit, we employ the Frantz–Nodvik model [23]. In this model, it is supposed
that the lifetime of an excited state is much longer than the width of pulse, such that it reduces a limit
of lifetime to infinity. In the three-channel model, the decay terms are dropped off and the equations
have only absorption and stimulated emission processes. Naturally, it reduces to a two-channel model
without an intermediate relaxed state. The detail of the derivation can be found in Reference [23].
The final form of the fluence, φ(z) =

∫
I(z, t)dt, at a position z in one-dimensional model is

φ(z) = φsat ln
[

1 + eg0 z
(

e
φ0

φsat − 1
)]

(A14)

φsat =
hν

2σ
. (A15)

When φ0 is well above φsat, as a long pulse model we get the asymptotic linear behavior,

φ(z) = φ0 + φsat g0 z. (A16)

Appendix C. Steady State Equation for TPA

The equations and solution with TPA case under steady condition in the ground state are:

dI(z)
dz

= g0 I(z) + ḡ2 I2(z) (A17)

I(z) = I0 eg0 z 1

1 + ḡ2
g0

I0 (1− eg0 z)
(A18)

ḡ2 = − σ2

hν
N
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